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Abstract. Many of today’s information system products (ISPrs) have a small customer base of maybe five to ten or twenty customers. This puts the vendors into a dilemma. The ISPrs share much of the complexity of mass products, but the vendors cannot afford similar maintenance cost structures. This paper provides guidelines for vendors in such a dilemma. Therefore, it analyzes how the ISPr product version management influences support and upgrade development costs.

1. Motivation

“I’m not a girl, not yet a woman.” This is a Britney Spears hit from 2001. It is a song about the challenge of being “in-between”. The majority of commercial applications today belong also to the group of “in-between” information system products (ISPr). Neither do they have a single customer nor are they mass products such as Microsoft Windows. Three expectations make “in-between” ISPrs difficult to manage in the middle and higher market segment:

a) customers expect the flexibility of custom software,

b) they expect mass-marked-like license fees and maintenance costs, and

c) the vendor expects the economy-of-scales: additional customers increase the income, but not costs.

This paper addresses the inherent contradictions between the three expectations and how the ISPr product version management influences them. So we broaden the view for software maintenance research, which focuses often on technical aspects (e.g. upgrades for applications not incorporating databases [1,2]). Existing work on the organizational challenges of support organizations such as [3] or the ITIL framework [4] address mainly how to deal with a single product version. Aim of this paper is to address ISPrs incorporating databases and look on their costs when they have an “in-between” customer-base size.

2. Information System Products & Versions

A typical information system has a three-tier-architecture with a presentation layer, a business logic layer, and a persistency layer. Another option is understanding information systems as a triple \( \langle \text{presentation}, \text{business logic}, \text{persistency} \rangle \) represents the application logic. It can be divided over all three layers. The database tables, their attributes, and their primary/foreign key relationships form the object model \( \langle \text{table}, \text{attribute}, \text{key} \rangle \). The tables store all data of the database.

An ISPr is an information system with application code (and certain vendor-delivered data) sold and shipped to different customers. An ISPr version is–from the product management perspective–a promise. It is a promise of a set of features. Prospectus and important customers influence this set in case of “in-between” ISPrs. The vendor’s flexibility is often part of the business model. Flexibility combined with successful sales to new customers can lead to a sequence of versions: version 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 etc. (Figure 1). Each customer gets a slightly improved, new version. The success of “in-between” ISPrs comes with the risk of a version “zoo.”

The number of installed versions raises further if customers using the same version find different bugs and the bugs are patched separately for each customer. To give an example: customer B and F used version 1.2. Both found a bug. The bugs has been patched in different fixes specific for each customer. This results in additional branches, e.g. in versions 1.2a for customer F and 1.2x for customer B.

![Figure 1: ISPr Product Versioning with development paths (DEV), upgrade paths (UPG), and deployments to customer sites](image1)

4. Support Organization

A customer triggers the vendor’s support by calling the support or opening an issue in an incident management system such as Jira [6] (Figure 2, 1). First, the support verifies whether it is really a bug and whether this ISPr causes the bug and not an applications it is coupled with (2). The support identifies all versions affected by this bug (3). Next, the vendor’s 3rd level support develops a fix (4). The fix can be developed either on the customer version or the version under development. It must be merged vice versa in both cases. Also, it must be merged into all other affected ISPr versions. If the code base differs in this aspect between the versions, different fixes might have to be developed. Next, regression tests ensure the ISPrs overall stability (5). Finally, the support ships the fix to the customers where it is deployed (6).

The total support costs are calculated as follows. First, there are the base costs of the support organization, e.g. for the issue tracking system and ensuring availability times. All customers cause specific base costs. They cover the customer specific infrastructure, the effort needed for each customer’s 1st- and 2nd-level support requests etc. Then, there are costs for each issue
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(with \( I \) denoting the set of all issues). First, issue-specific costs comprise the costs for identifying all affected versions (costs \( C^B_\alpha \)). Second, there are the costs for fixing issue \( i \). They are accumulated over all versions \( v \in V \) affected by this issue \( i \). They consist of development (or merging) costs \( C^D_\alpha \) per release and issue and the regression test costs ensuring the ISPr version’s stability after applying the fix (costs \( C^F_\alpha \)).

We derive the following support costs formula:

\[
C_{sup} = C_B + \sum_{\alpha \in C} C^B_\alpha + \sum_{i \in I} \left[ C^F_i + \sum_{v \in V} (C^D_v + C^F_\alpha) \right]
\]

The formula provides two main insights: First, the costs for solving one bug rise (linear) with the number of deployed ISPr versions at customers’ sites. Second, even if the costs for fixing an issue are low, there are always the (usually high) regression test costs for each version the bug fix is merged into. Thus, a vendor should keep the number of different versions in use low. If it rises due to selling “little” improved versions to new customers, all new customers should be upgraded quickly to a common ISPr version to reduce the support costs.

5. Upgrade Development

Upgrades allow customers to benefit from new ISPr versions. It is a simple task for stand-alone-applications without incorporated database. One removes the old version and installs the new one. ISPrs, however, incorporate a database with data (e.g., customer addresses and orders). This data must be still available after the upgrade. Further, ISPrs are often incorporated into the company’s application landscape. Thus, a typical ISPr upgrade is complex. It comprises of four tasks:

1. Upgrading the application logic.
2. Adopting the object model \( O \), i.e., database tables and their attributes.
3. Reconfiguring the interfaces to other applications.
4. (3) Adopting the data \( D \) accordingly during (2).\(^3\)

The costs for an ISPr upgrade are (on the vendor side) the sum of the development costs \( C^D \) and the cost for testing the system stability and the completeness and correctness of the upgraded data (costs \( C^F \)). A vendor has these costs for each upgrade for a pair of versions. The number of possible upgrades rises sharply \( O(n^2) \) with \( n \) being the number of versions). For example, there are eight versions in Figure 1, but 27 possible upgrades (e.g., 1.0 \( \rightarrow \) 1.0a, 1.0b \( \rightarrow \) 1.2a). No vendor wants to develop so many upgrades. The key is chaining different upgrades together. The software vendor provides e.g. upgrades 1.0 \( \rightarrow \) 1.0a and 1.0a \( \rightarrow \) 1.1. If the customer wants an upgrade 1.0 \( \rightarrow \) 1.1, it means combining the upgrades 1.0 \( \rightarrow \) 1.0a and 1.0a \( \rightarrow \) 1.1, though the customer might not be aware of such intermediate steps. Thus, the vendor need not provide a specific upgrade 1.0 \( \rightarrow \) 1.1. In other words: the vendor defines predefined upgrade paths for customers, an upgrade chain (Figure 1). The costs raise linear with the number of versions. Upgrade branches (version 1.0b and 1.2a) cause more than linear costs. First, there are the “normal” linear costs for upgrading to the version (1.0a \( \rightarrow \) 1.0b and 1.2d \( \rightarrow \) 1.2a) plus the costs for getting back to the chain (1.0b \( \rightarrow \) 1.1 and 1.2a \( \rightarrow \) 1.3). Our upgrade costs formula reflects the “linear” costs in part (I) and the more-than-linear costs in part (II). In the latter case, \( B \) contains the (last versions of the) upgrade branches, in our sample 1.0b and 1.2a.

We get the following upgrades costs formula:

\[
C_{upg} = \sum_{\alpha \in B} (C^D_\alpha + C^F_\alpha) + \sum_{\alpha \in B} \sum_{\beta \in B} (C^D_\beta + C^F_\alpha)
\]

Our upgrade costs formula illustrates that an “in-between” ISPr vendor should avoid (unnecessary) upgrade branches. They emerge due to two reasons. First, upgrade branches can be a consequence of bug fixes. Two customers use e.g. version 1.2. They find two different bugs. The vendor fixes the bugs separately resulting in upgrade branches (e.g. 1.2a and 1.2x). Upgrade branches due to bug fixes are avoidable.

Second, the upgrade chain is defined and the upgrades have been developed, e.g. 1.0a \( \rightarrow \) 1.1. Now a bug is detected in an old version, e.g. 1.0a. If it is not acceptable for the customer to upgrade to a new version, a bug fix on the old version results in an upgrade branch (in our example: 1.0b) An upgrade branch requires an additional upgrade to be developed (in our example: upgrade 1.0b \( \rightarrow \) 1.1). These costs cannot be avoided easily.

6. Discussion

Often, it is part of the business model of “in-between” ISPr vendors to fulfill all requirements of the different customers resulting in a version “zoo.” As our cost functions show for such circumstances, the vendor can only benefit from the economies-of-scales for software support and upgrade development, if he keeps the number of versions in use and the number of upgrade branches as low as possible.
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\(^3\) It is technical similar to challenges in data migration projects [7] in case of complex transformations.